FINITE ELEMENT METHOD STUDY: DETERMINATION OF THE CENTER OF ROTATION IN THE PHENOMENON OF ORTHODONTIC TIPPING DEPENDING ON THE POSITION OF THE BRACKET
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the study is to determine through a FEM (Finite Element Method) analysis, the position of the center of rotation of a tooth belonging to a complex structure made of enamel – tooth – pulp – periodontal ligament – alveolar bone, subjected to an external load through a bracket, a component of a fixed orthodontic appliance that produces the tipping phenomenon.

Simulations were performed maintaining the same value of the orthodontic force but modifying the position of the bracket along the crown of the tooth. The aim is displacing the position of the center of rotation of a tooth by changing the position of the bracket and the possibility to achieve a controlled tipping, respectively, a tooth rotation at the apical or coronal level.
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INTRODUCTION

The center of rotation is an arbitrary point located at a distance from the center of resistance – the center of mass of the tooth – around which the tooth rotates with the application of a force applied to the crown. The position of the center of rotation never coincides with the position of the center of resistance (1,10,14,17-19).

The position of the center of resistance C_res and of the center of rotation C_rot differs depending on the geometry and the morphology of the tooth, but also changes depending on the location of the application of the force, respectively the positioning of the bracket on the tooth.

Similarly to a lever, the point around which a rotation occurs behaves as a joint with zero displacements, both along the direction of the axis $O_y - \delta_{yy} = 0$, and the direction of the axis $O_z - \delta_{zz} = 0$. The only possible move around this point will be the rotation around the axis $O_x$, which will occur in plane $O_{zy}$.

The position of the center of rotation could be defined as a certain point on the vertical axis of the tooth with zero displacement $\delta_{yy}$ following the direction of the force.

The center of rotation $C_{rot}$ will be determined according to the values of the displacements following the direction of the force, the axis $O_y, \delta_{yy}$ in the nodes of the vertical axis of the tooth.

On a side of the node, with zero displacement in the direction of application of the force, the periodontal fibers will be stretched – positive values of displacements, and on the other side the periodontal fibers will be compressed – negative values of displacements.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

Modeling

The periodontal structure studied is an incisor with all its constituent elements: enamel – tooth – periodontal ligament – alveolar bone – pulp, subjected to an orthodontic tipping from the vestibular to the oral.

Corresponding to the geometry, dimensions and morphological data in the specialty textbooks of the incisor, a two-dimensional plane model was created, representing a median section on the height of the structure, perpendicular to the mesial-distal sides, comprising enamel – tooth – periodontal ligament – alveolar bone – pulp (Fig. 3).

The finite elements used for the plane model created are 2D-type, bidimensional.


Loads – Simulations

Defining the center of rotation $C_{rot}$ as located in the node of the tooth section with zero displacement following the direction of the force $\delta_{yy} = 0$, on the created tooth model, simulations of the tipping phenomenon with the same force values were performed – for various positions of the application of
the force, respectively various positions of the bracket.

The center of rotation $C_{rot}$ was determined according to the values of the displacements following the direction of the force, the axis $Oy$, $\delta_{yy}$ in the nodes of the vertical axis of the tooth.

On a side of the node, with zero displacement in the direction of application of the force, the displacement values are positive – the periodontal fibers will be stretched, and on the other side the displacement values are negative – the periodontal fibers will be compressed.

Simulations were performed for the same value of the force applied, but for three different positions of the bracket: $H = 2\ mm$, $H = 4.63\ mm$ and $H = 6.58\ mm$.

The loading of the model was performed by a nodal force, with the amplitude of 300 g, respectively $F = 3\ N$, applied at a height of the tooth crown – corresponding to the various positions of the bracket, placed in the plane $Oyz$, on the vestibular or lingual side.

It is considered the bracket action given by the nodal force $F$ as a result of the forces distributed on the bracket-tooth contact surface.

The tipping phenomenon followed will occur in the plane $Oyz$, perpendicular to the mesial-distal sides.

**RESULTS**

The results considered to be relevant for the phenomenon studied are the values for: displacements $\delta_{yy}$ following the direction of the force – axis $Oy$ of the nodes on the vertical axis of the structure.

The displacement values are obtained from simulations performed for the same force value $F = 3\ N$, but for three different positions of the bracket: $H = 2\ mm$, $H = 4.63\ mm$ and $H = 6.58\ mm$.

The displacement values are measured in the nodes on the vertical axis of the tooth, predominantly assigned to the pulp structure.

Representations of displacement variations by axis $Oy – \delta_{yy}$, depending on the position of the bracket for $F = 3\ N$, can be viewed in the charts in Fig. 7, Fig. 8.

**DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS**

In principle, the center of resistance $C_{rez}$ – the center of mass, for a free corpus does not change its position. Therefore, the free corpus composed of enamel – dentin – pulp will have, according to its morphology and geometry, a center of mass (7, 11,18).

Considering, however, that the tooth enters the complex dento-periodontal structure, towards the center of mass of the free corpus – the tooth embedded mechanically in the ALVEOLAR BONE will become a structure whose center of mass will displace in the sense of the mass added – there will be a downward displacement of the center of mass.

From a mechanical point of view, the tooth embedded in the alveolar bone will behave, under the action of the external force – the force in the brack-
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**FIGURE 4. Deformed tooth position for F = 3 N and H = 4.63 mm**
et – as a bar embedded along the root length in the alveolar bone – at a bending request in the direction of the force applied.

The movement of the root in the alveolar bone at the apex level will be possible due to the extremely low rigidity of the periodontal ligament within its small thickness.

The displacement of the root is also possible by compressing the alveolar bone – a structure with higher rigidity, only in time, through a progressive application of the external force.

The position of the center of rotation \( C_{\text{rot}} \) may slightly vary due to the position changes of the force applied on the crown of the tooth. The force produces towards the center of rotation a moment, with different values equal to the result of multiplication of the force with its arm – the distance from the direction of the force (the position of the bracket) to the center of rotation.

Corresponding to the simulations performed with various positions of application of the force on

\[ \delta_{yy} \]

FIGURE 5. Deformed tooth position – Displacement distribution in the direction of the force \( \delta_{yy} \) for \( F = 3 \text{ N} \) and \( H = 4.63 \text{ mm} \)

FIGURE 6. Detail - Displacement distribution in the direction of the force \( \delta_{yy} \) in the tooth apex for \( F = 3 \text{ N} \) and \( H = 4.63 \text{ mm} \)
the crown height, minor changes occur in the position of the center of rotation $C_{rot}$. Thus:

- The position of the center of rotation $C_{rot}$ – section in which $\delta_{yy} = 0$ – is configured as follows (Fig. 7):
  - for $H = 2$ mm, between sections: -5.38 mm and -5.75 mm; which represents a position of $C_{rot}$ at 33.6% of the length of the root of the tooth from the alveolar crest;
  - for $H = 4.63$ mm, between sections: -4.63 mm and -5.38 mm; which represents a position of $C_{rot}$ at 28.9% of the length of the root of the tooth from the alveolar crest;
  - for $H = 6.58$ mm, between sections: -3.77 mm and -4.63 mm; which represents a position of $C_{rot}$ at 23.6% of the length of the root of the tooth from the alveolar crest.

- It can be noticed a slight variation in the displacement of the position of $C_{rot}$ for various positions of the bracket on the crown of the tooth in the direction of the proximity of $C_{rot}$ to the alveolar crest, as the bracket is fixed at a greater distance from the alveolar crest.

- For a displacement of $C_{rot}$ towards the apex, it is necessary to place the bracket on the lower level of the crown.

- The displacement of the extreme node in the apex at $z = 15.5$ mm is configured as follows (Fig. 6):
  - for $H = 2$: $\delta_{apex} = -0.001255$ mm
  - for $H = 4.63$ mm: $\delta_{apex} = -0.00255$ mm
  - for $H = 6.58$ mm: $\delta_{apex} = -0.00361$ mm
• As the bracket is placed closer to the alveolar crest, the displacement of the node in the apex is smaller;

• A rotation of the apex is difficult to achieve; this would entail the placement of the bracket very close to the alveolar crest – or even on the root of the tooth.

• The displacement of the node in the apex is negative – in the opposite direction of the force applied (there is a rotation of the tooth around $C_{\text{rot}}$) – and the displacement value increases as the position of the bracket on the crown is at a greater distance from the alveolar crest, $H = \text{6.58 mm}$;

• The values of the displacements following the direction of the force $\delta_y$ are positive – stretching in the direction of the force applied – until $C_{\text{rot}}$, where $\delta_y = 0$, then they become negative – compressed fibers – under $C_{\text{rot}}$ (Fig. 7, Fig. 8).

In conclusion, obtaining a controlled orthodontic tipping of the tooth depends on the positioning of the bracket on the dental crown.
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